Functional significance of SPINK1 promoter variants in chronic pancreatitis
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Derikx MHM, Geisz A, Kereszturi É, Sahin-Tóth M. Functional significance of SPINK1 promoter variants in chronic pancreatitis. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 308: G779–G784, 2015. First published March 19, 2015; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00022.2015.—Chronic pancreatitis is a progressive inflammatory disorder of the pancreas, which often develops as a result of genetic predisposition. Some of the most frequently identified risk factors affect the serine protease inhibitor Kazal type 1 (SPINK1) gene, which encodes a trypsin inhibitor responsible for protecting the pancreas from premature trypsinogen activation. Recent genetic and functional studies indicated that promoter variants in the SPINK1 gene might contribute to disease risk in carriers. Here, we investigated the functional effects of 17 SPINK1 promoter variants using luciferase reporter gene expression assay in four different cell lines, including three pancreatic acinar cell lines (rat AR42J with or without dexamethasone-induced differentiation and mouse 266-6) and human embryonic kidney 293T cells. We found that most variants caused relatively small changes in promoter activity. Surprisingly, however, we observed significant variations in the effects of the promoter variants in the different cell lines. Only four variants exhibited consistently reduced promoter activity in all acinar cell lines, confirming previous reports that variants c.-108G>T, c.-142T>C, and c.-147A>G are risk factors for chronic pancreatitis and identifying c.-52G>T as a novel risk variant. In contrast, variant c.-215G>A, which is linked with the disease-associated splice-site mutation c.194+2T>C, caused increased promoter activity, which may mitigate the overall effect of the pathogenic haplotype. Our study lends further support to the notion that sequence variation in the promoter region of SPINK1 is justifiable as part of the etiological investigation of chronic pancreatitis; even in alcoholic chronic pancreatitis it plays a lesser but still significant role (Ref. 1 and references therein, also reviewed in Refs. 28 and 30). Even though p.N34S was presumed to cause a loss of function, the exact mechanism of action has never been identified, as no functional defect was demonstrated for p.N34S or any of the four intronic variants associated with this haplotype (5, 7, 19, 20, 24, 26). In contrast, an unambiguous loss-of-function phenotype was evident for variant c.194+2T>C (28, 35, 39, and references therein), the second most frequent SPINK1 mutation that affects a splice site in intron-3 and causes exon skipping with markedly reduced SPINK1 mRNA expression (19, 23). This intronic mutation is in complete linkage disequilibrium (i.e., found together) with the promoter variant c.-215G>A. Studies worldwide identified a large number of rare or private missense SPINK1 variants, which caused loss of secretion of the SPINK1 protein either attributable to misfolding or impaired function of the secretory signal peptide (5, 6, 20, 21). Other rare genetic changes resulting in loss of function were also found in patients with chronic pancreatitis, such as frame-shift mutations, splice-site mutations, deletion of the SPINK1 gene, or mutation of the translation initiation codon (see references in Ref. 4).

Variants of unknown significance were also detected in the promoter region of SPINK1 by multiple studies. In 2011, Boulling et al. (4) performed resequencing of the proximal promoter region in French, German, and Indian patients and controls, together with functional analysis of 11 promoter variants. With the use of a luciferase reporter gene expression assay followed by EMSA analysis, they found that variants c.-53C>T, c.-142T>C, and c.-147A>G caused reduced promoter activity, whereas variants c.-81C>T and c.-215G>A increased activity in COLO-357 cells, a human cell line derived from the metastasis of a pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The authors proposed that variants that decrease promoter activity are likely risk factors for chronic pancreatitis, whereas gain-of-function variants may have a protective effect. More recently, the Hungarian Pancreatic Study Group published promoter-sequencing data for their chronic pancreatitis cohort and performed limited functional analysis on newly identified variants using dexamethasone-differentiated AR42J rat acinar cells (14). Statistically significant decreases in promoter activity were reported for variants c.-14G>A, c.-108G>T, and c.-
246A>G, whereas variant c.-215G>A showed twofold increased activity.

The present study was undertaken to confirm and extend previous observations in an attempt to clarify which SPINK1 promoter variants might be true risk factors for chronic pancreatitis. Because reporter gene analysis inherently suffers from methodological uncertainties related to selection of cell line and the arbitrary nature of the promoter segment studied, we sought to investigate the reproducibility of published data in multiple cell lines. Furthermore, compared with the 11 variants examined by Boulling et al. (4), we studied a total of 17 variants including 6 variants published recently.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nomenclature. Nucleotide numbering reflects coding DNA numbering with c.1 corresponding to the first nucleotide of the translation initiation codon. Promoter variants were numbered relative to the first nucleotide upstream of the translation codon, which was designated c.−1. The genomic reference sequence used for SPINK1 was from NC_000005.9, the Homo sapiens chromosome 5, GRCh37.p13 primary assembly.

Construction of luciferase reporter plasmids harboring the SPINK1 promoter. The DNA sequence between c.−541 and c.35 of the SPINK1 gene was cloned into the pGL3-Basic vector (Promega, Madison, WI) upstream of the firefly luciferase reporter gene using restriction sites KpnI and HindIII. This plasmid was designated pGL3-SPINK1. Promoter variants were generated by overlap extension PCR mutagenesis and cloned into the pGL3-SPINK1 plasmid. Note that the same construct was used recently by Hegyi et al. (14), whereas Boulling et al. (4) used a promoter sequence corresponding to the region from c.−1171 to c.−1 of the SPINK1 gene.

Cell culture and transfection. AR42J rat pancreatic acinar cells were obtained from ATCC (cat. CRL-1492; Manassas, VA) and used with or without dexamethasone-induced differentiation. The mouse 266-6 pancreatic acinar cell line was purchased from ATCC (cat. CRL-2151) and human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells were from GenHunter (cat. Q401; Nashville, TN). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 4 mM glutamine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and fetal bovine serum (10% for HEK 293T and 266-6, 20% for AR42J, purchased from Life Technologies). Before transfections, cells were seeded into six-well plates at a density of 1.5 million cells per well (HEK 293T and 266-6) or 1 million cells per well (AR42J) and incubated overnight. For dexamethasone-differentiated AR42J cells, treatment was performed with 100 nM dexamethasone for 48 h before transfection. Transfection medium was prepared by mixing 10 μl Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) with 2 μg pGL3-SPINK1 plasmid and 10–40 ng pRL-SV40 Renilla luciferase plasmid (Promega) in 0.5 ml OPTI-MEM medium (Life Technologies) and incubating the mixture for 20 min at 22°C. Transfection was carried out by substituting 0.5 ml from the 2 ml of DMEM medium covering the cells with the transfection mix. After incubation overnight (18 h), the transfection medium was removed, and cells were rinsed, covered with 2 ml OPTI-MEM medium, and incubated for 30 h before luciferase expression was assayed. For dexamethasone-differentiated AR42J cells, the OPTI-MEM medium contained 100 nM dexamethasone.

Dual-luciferase reporter gene assay. At 48 h after transfection, cells were rinsed with PBS, overlaid with 500 μl passive lysis buffer (Promega), and scraped from the culture plates. The cell suspension was then subjected to a freeze-thaw cycle in liquid nitrogen and incubated for 15 min at 22°C. Cell debris was pelleted by centrifugation (10,000 revolution/min, 30 s), and the supernatant was collected for luciferase activity assay. Luciferase expression was measured using the Dual-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega). Aliquots of cell extracts (20 μl) were mixed with 100 μl Luciferase Assay Reagent II, and the luminescence was measured with a Veritas luminometer (Turner Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA). After recording the firefly luciferase activity, Renilla luciferase was measured by adding 100 μl Stop and Glo Reagent. Relative luciferase activity was determined by dividing the firefly and Renilla luciferase luminescence results and expressing this firefly/Renilla ratio as a percentage of the wild-type pGL3-SPINK1 value.

Statistical analysis. We used Student’s t-test to evaluate the statistical significance of the differences in activity between promoter variants and the wild-type SPINK1 promoter. A P value <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

SPINK1 promoter variants studied. As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1, in our study, we included SPINK1 variants that were found upstream of the translation initiation codon and were reported in a peer-reviewed publication. For simplicity, we refer to all variants collectively as promoter variants throughout the paper, even though some are located in the 5′ untranslated region of the mRNA. Variants listed in databases but not described in the scientific literature were excluded. All in all, 17 variants were studied; including all 11 variants investigated by the 2011 study by Boulling et al. (4) and the three new variants recently characterized by the Hungarian Pancreatic Study group (14).

Assessment of SPINK1 promoter activity using luciferase reporter gene expression. The aim of our study was to evaluate whether the routinely used reporter gene expression methods are able to predict the functional and clinical effects of SPINK1 promoter variants. To this end, we constructed an expression plasmid harboring the sequence region between c.−541 and c.35 of the SPINK1 gene, placed upstream of the firefly luciferase reporter gene (pGL3-SPINK1). This expression plasmid was used to transfect various cell lines, and promoter activity was then estimated by measuring luciferase expression levels using a luminescence assay. The study by
Boulling et al. (4) used the COLO-357 human pancreatic cancer cell line, which expresses pancreatic digestive enzymes. The authors observed 11-fold increased expression of luciferase in this cell line driven by the SPINK1 promoter relative to the promoterless pGL3-Basic construct, whereas no increase was detected in HEK 293 cells (4). In the present study, we used four different cell lines, the rat acinar cell line AR42J with or without dexamethasone-induced differentiation, the mouse acinar cell line 266-6, and the HEK cell line 293T. These cell lines are well characterized, widely used, and readily available from commercial sources. AR42J and 266-6 cells express digestive enzymes, and we confirmed the presence of trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen in the conditioned medium (data not shown). Dexamethasone treatment induces upregulation of the secretory pathway in AR42J cells with expansion of the endoplasmic reticulum, appearance of zymogen granules, and increased digestive enzyme secretion (25). In contrast, HEK 293T cells do not secrete pancreatic enzymes. When the four cell lines were transfected with pGL3-SPINK1 or the promoterless pGL3-Basic plasmid and luciferase expression was compared, AR42J acinar cells grown in the absence or presence of dexamethasone expressed about 13- and 17-fold higher luciferase levels, respectively, driven by the SPINK1 promoter. Luciferase expression in 266-6 cells and in HEK 293T cells was increased about fourfold over control (Fig. 2).

**Effect of SPINK1 promoter variants on luciferase expression.** Results for the functional analysis of SPINK1 promoter variants in four different cell lines are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3. Consistent with the observations by Boulling et al. (4), most variants caused minor, less than twofold changes in promoter activity, and even the largest effect was less than sixfold. Surprisingly, significant variations were detected in the effect of the promoter variants among the four cell lines tested, and variability remained apparent even among the three acinar cell lines or between AR42J cells grown in the absence or presence of dexamethasone. When the data obtained in the acinar cells were considered as relevant to the pancreas, the variants fell in four groups: 1) four variants (c.-52G>T, c.-108G>T, c.-142T>C, and c.-147A>G) exhibited some degree of loss of function in all three acinar cell lines, suggesting that these variants are risk factors for chronic pancreatitis; 2) one...
variant (c.-215G>A) showed a consistent gain of function in all acinar cell lines, indicating a possible protective effect against pancreatitis; 3) three variants (c.-164G>C, c.-170G>A, and c.-253T>C) had a neutral phenotype; and 4) nine variants caused variable, cell line-dependent changes in promoter activity.

In the nonacinar HEK 293T cell line, none of the variants caused a substantial (i.e., more than 50%) loss of promoter function. In contrast, three variants (c.-142T>C, c.-164G>C, and c.-215G>T) exhibited more than twofold increased activity, whereas variant c.-215G>A elicited a more than fivefold increase in luciferase expression.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we surveyed all published proximal promoter variants in the *SPINK1* gene for possible functional defects using a luciferase reporter assay. Because *SPINK1* serves as an essential defense mechanism against intrapancreatic trypsinogen activation, changes in *SPINK1* expression are expected to alter risk for chronic pancreatitis. Identification of variants causing loss or gain of promoter function, therefore, is important for their clinical classification as potentially pathogenic or protective. Many of these variants are rare, and genetic analysis alone cannot conclusively determine disease association. Previously, Boulling et al. (4) investigated 11 variants using the human COLO-357 cell line. The authors found relatively small changes in promoter activity (see Table 2) and designated variants c.-53C>T, c.-142T>C, and c.-147A>G as likely pathogenic (loss of function) and variants c.-81C>T and c.-215G>A as protective (gain of function). More recently, limited characterization using dexamethasone-differentiated AR42J cells was described for five variants; reduced promoter activity was reported for variants c.-14G>A, c.-108G>T, and c.-246A>G and increased activity for variant c.-215G>A (14). Here we extended these studies and investigated a total of 17 variants and utilized four different cell lines.

---

**Fig. 3. Effect of *SPINK1* promoter variants on luciferase expression.** The indicated cell lines were transfected with *SPINK1* promoter constructs, and luciferase expression was determined as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Relative luciferase activities were expressed as percentages of the wild-type value. Means ± SD (n = 3–6 transfections) are shown. Data for 4 variants in the dexamethasone-differentiated AR42J cells were taken from Hegyi et al. (14). *P < 0.05, using Student’s t-test. Dexa, dexamethasone.
In agreement with the earlier study by Boulling et al. (4), we found that SPINK1 promoter variants typically have relatively small effects on promoter activity. Unexpectedly, however, we observed significant cell line-dependent variability in the effects of these variants, which makes interpretation difficult. Therefore, we took a conservative approach and designated only those variants functionally altered that consistently showed the same or similar phenotype in all three acinar cell lines tested. Four loss-of-function variants were identified, c.-52G>T, c.-108G>T, c.-142T>C, and c.-147A>G; two of these (c.-142T>C and c.-147A>G) were also studied by Boulling et al. (4) and described as functionally impaired. Variants c.-52G>T and c.-108G>T are private mutations identified in a German and a Hungarian patient with chronic pancreatitis, respectively (Table 1). In published reports, variants c.-142T>C and c.-147A>G were detected more frequently in patients (5 and 7 occurrences, respectively), and only variant c.-147A>G was found in a single control subject (Table 1). Taken together, the available genetic information for these four loss-of-function variants is not conclusive but consistent with a pathogenic phenotype. From a mechanistic aspect, variants c.-142T>C and c.-147A>G map to a positive regulatory region (see Fig. 1) of the SPINK1 promoter and seem to alter binding of the transcription factor hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 (4). Variant c.-52G>T maps in the vicinity of the transcription start site in a region that was found protected in a DNAse I foot-printing analysis, and it may affect binding of RNAse polymerase II (41). Variant c.-108G>T maps upstream of a bipartite binding site for pancreas-specific transcription factor 1, and it may alter binding of this transcription factor (4). Finally, our data did not confirm unambiguously the previously published finding that variant c.-53C>T caused a loss of function and was consequently pathogenic (4). Genetic studies are also inconclusive, as the variant was described in two patients and a healthy control (Table 1). However, given the proximity of this variant to the transcription start site (see Fig. 1) and the loss of function detected in two of the acinar cell lines tested, we conclude that variant c.-53C>T remains a potential candidate for a risk factor, but additional studies are required to clarify its significance in chronic pancreatitis. We were also unable to confirm the loss-of-function phenotype for variants c.-14G>A and c.-246A>G described recently by Hegyi et al. (14), as reduced promoter activity was only detected in dexamethasone-differentiated AR42J cells but not in the other cell lines tested.

With respect to gain-of-function variants, only variant c.-215G>A exhibited consistently elevated activity in all cell lines tested. The same phenotype was reported for this variant by Boulling et al. (4) and Hegyi et al. (14). Although the higher promoter activity suggests a protective function, this variant is always found in complete linkage disequilibrium with the intron 3 splice-site mutation c.194+2T>C, which causes exon skipping, markedly reduced SPINK1 expression, and strongly increased risk for chronic pancreatitis (19, 23, 28). It is intriguing to find that the negative effect of this splice-site mutation is mitigated by a promoter mutation that increases expression. One can speculate that, in the absence of this promoter mutation, the splice mutation may not be compatible with life, at least not in the homozygous state as seen with SPINK3 knockout mice (31). It is noteworthy that variant c.-215G>A, which affects the same nucleotide as c.-215G>A, exhibited variable promoter activity in our acinar cell lines and was described as neutral by Boulling et al. (4). This variant was found in three subjects of Indian origin with chronic pancreatitis, who also carried the p.N34S variant (Table 1), which likely was responsible for their disease risk (9). Finally, variant c.-81C>T yielded conflicting results in the different acinar cell lines, and thus we were unable to replicate the gain-of-function phenotype described by Boulling et al. (4). Similarly, variable results were obtained for a handful of other variants (c.-2C>A, c.-7T>G, c.-14G>A, c.-22C>T, c.-41G>A, and c.-246A>G); hence their pathological significance remains indeterminate pending further studies.

Data obtained in the HEK 293T cell line are unlikely to be pertinent to the pancreas and chronic pancreatitis but may be relevant to extrapancreatic tissues including tumors, where SPINK1 expression seems to contribute to pathology. Interestingly, none of the variants exhibited significantly impaired activity (all were ≥64% of wild-type), whereas four variants exhibited more than twofold increased activity. As discussed above, despite its impressive 5.6-fold increased activity, variant c.-215G>A is unlikely to cause elevated SPINK1 expression because of its linkage with c.194+2T>C. On the other hand, variants c.-142T>C, c.-164G>C, and c.-215G>T may act as risk factors for certain cancers.

In summary, we studied the functional effect of 17 SPINK1 promoter variants and identified four loss-of-function variants as likely predisposing factors for chronic pancreatitis and a gain-of-function variant, which modifies the deleterious effect of a linked splice-site mutation. Our data expand and refine prior studies by Boulling et al. (4) and Hegyi et al. (14) and confirm the notion that sequence evaluation of the SPINK1 promoter region in patients with chronic pancreatitis is warranted as part of an etiological workup.
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